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My dream. 

People  

 Saad Hussain 

  

  

 24 Jul 2013 

To 

 me 

Asalam O alaikum brother, I hope you're having a blessed Ramadan. 

 

Brother please interpret my dream. since childhood I see alot of dreams but random and some abt my 

pasts but this dream has terrified me. 

 I have actually seen it twice. 

 

In Nov or Dec last year I was in UK living there for past three years. One morning fajar time I saw this 

dream. I saw im in my family house in Pakistan and there are many people at home, I am trying to find 

something and my mom is also finding with me and everyone looks in a state that something imp is 

lost. I told me to go somewhere and my mom and I came outside, when i sit in car my feet couldn't 

reach where brakes are and am struggling and annoyed that what is happening then I go outside my 

house and SEE so many sheeps and goats lying dead on road everywhere and  a cow or may be few 

https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=a7g1ahusctv8g


cows are killing and eating them, all the sheeps are in blood. and then suddenly a cow attacked me 

and cornered me. and I woke up.. 

 

in March this year within a week I lost my job in UK and I had no plan to come back but I took a 

decision to come back though I wasnt prepared at all and I came back home. Since then I have no job 

here and in a state of depression that why did i come back. 

 

Few days ago I saw im fielding in a pak v ind cricket match and im pakistani player and fielding and 

india is losing badly. one more wicket got down and i run towards my team mates to celebrate and 

suddenly a big cow black and white is running towards me to hit me and I opened my eyes quickly 

just to avoid that hit. 

 

 

I am very depressed about it, brother sorry for taking too long to write it, please if you can give me a 

correct islamic interpretation. I would be really thankful. 

 

May Allah bless you.. 

 

Allah hafiz 

Saad 

 

 

 

Special Lecture On "DAJAAL" 

 Information Jamaat-e-Islami Women 

  

  

 24 Jul 2013 

To 

  

BCC 

https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=a7g1ahusctv8g


 me 

Online Fehm ul Quran Class  
 

Special Lecture On "DAJAAL" 

By: Dr Rukhsana Jabeen 

 Thursday 25th July 2013 

8:00 to 10:00 am(PST) Sharp 

 

Come and join the Lecture and Invite all your friends and family members to listen to the Online 

Lecture. 

 

Visit: 

www.jamaatwomen.org 

 

  

 

 

Assalamualikum. WAMYUK needs volunteers urgently(Please forward it) 

People  

 WAMYUK5 

  

  

 24 Jul 2013 

To 

 me 

Wamyuk needs volunteers urgently to help us in this bless month of ramadan. 

 

Insha'Allah we will be distributing dates in a small sauce pots with ramadan leaflets  and share the 

beauty of Islam with non-Muslims..... 

 

 

Dates: 26 and 27/7/2013 

City: London 

Location; Outside of Muslim World League Mosque. Address: 46 Goodge st, London, W1T 4LU 

Time: On Friday(26): 14.00 till 18.00 and on Saturday(27): 13.00 till 17.00. 

If you are interested, please contact; 

E: events@wamy.co.uk 

http://www.jamaatwomen.org/
https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=a7g1ahusctv8g
mailto:events@wamy.co.uk


M: 07588569217 

Tel: 02076367010 

Facebook: http://wamy.us4.list-

manage.com/track/click?u=f089ce1b4f8ff47fca1512637&id=1bf6c2b96a&e=35cfaf8a49 

 

Please SHARE  the message on facebook and FORWARD the message to your contacts. Thanks 

============================================== 

Community event 

 

Unsubscribe dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk from this list: 

http://wamy.us4.list-

manage1.com/unsubscribe?u=f089ce1b4f8ff47fca1512637&id=541d08c094&e=35cfaf8a49&c=7f2fed

6705 

 

Our mailing address is: 

WAMYUK 

46 Goodge St, London, United Kingdom 

London,  W1T 4LU 

 

Our telephone: 

 

 

Forward this email to a friend: 

http://us4.forward-to-

friend.com/forward?u=f089ce1b4f8ff47fca1512637&id=7f2fed6705&e=35cfaf8a49 

 

Update your profile: 

http://wamy.us4.list-

manage.com/profile?u=f089ce1b4f8ff47fca1512637&id=541d08c094&e=35cfaf8a49 

 

 

 

Re: My dream. 

People  

 Saad Hussain 

  

  

 25 Jul 2013 

To 

 me 

Asalam o alaikum,  

 

http://wamy.us4.list-manage.com/track/click?u=f089ce1b4f8ff47fca1512637&id=1bf6c2b96a&e=35cfaf8a49
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http://wamy.us4.list-manage1.com/unsubscribe?u=f089ce1b4f8ff47fca1512637&id=541d08c094&e=35cfaf8a49&c=7f2fed6705
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https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=a7g1ahusctv8g


brother thanks alot for your interpretation. you're quite right about problems and being lost, I have 

checked the link you sent me and it states seeing a cow attacking you could mean getting a great 

punishment or dying in the same year. That has scared me a lot. Please suggest what should I read to 

repent. I always try to do good deed and be a good person but I don't know what I have done that I 

am getting punished for. 

 

 

tc, 

Allah hafiz 

 

On Thu, Jul 25, 2013 at 2:31 AM, DR UMAR AZAM <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk> wrote: 

 

WA LAIKUM SALAM, BR SAAD 

 

SEEING YOURSELF UNABLE TO CONTROL A CAR MEANS HAVING NO CONTROL 

OVER YOUR LIFE; BEING LOST COULD MEAN BEING UNSURE IN LIFE.  A COW 

ATTACKING YOU MEANS FAMILY PROBLEMS.  IN FACT, THERE ARE MANY 

POSSIBLE INTERPRETATIONS; SEE: 

 

http://www.myislamicdream.com/search.html?txtSearch=cow&cmdSearch=Search 

 

SOMETIMES PROBLEMS CAN BE GOOD FOR US BECAUSE THEY HELP TO 

STRENGTHEN OUR CHARACTER AND MAKE US RESILIENT FOR EVENTUAL 

SUCCESS. SO DON'T FEEL TOO BAD: EVERYONE HAS DIFFICULTIES AS WELL AS 

HAPPINESS IN LIFE.  THE SECRET IS TO PUT YOUR TRUST IN ALLAH AND BE 

STEADFAST IN RELIGION: BEING BLESSED AND ENTRY TO JANNAT IS THE BE 

ALL AND END ALL OF TEMPORARY LIFE ON EARTH.   

 

BUT YOU WILL FIND THAT IF YOU DO DHIKR [REMEMBER ALLAH] YOUR 

DIFFICULTIES WILL AUTOMATICALLY BECOME SURMOUNTABLE. 

 

MAY ALLAH BLESS YOU AND GIVE YOU ALL THE BEST IN BOTH THE 

WORLDS.  AMEEN. 

 

  

mailto:dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk
http://www.myislamicdream.com/search.html?txtSearch=cow&cmdSearch=Search


  

Dr Umar Azam 

  

See these Websites and sign my Guestbooks please: 

  

www.dr-umar-azam.com 

  

www.dr-umar-azam.co.uk 

  

http://dr-umar-azam.weebly.com 

 

 

From: Saad Hussain <c.saadhussain@gmail.com> 

To: dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk  

Sent: Wednesday, 24 July 2013, 3:29 

Subject: My dream. 

 

Asalam O alaikum brother, I hope you're having a blessed Ramadan. 

 

Brother please interpret my dream. since childhood I see alot of dreams but random and some abt 

my pasts but this dream has terrified me. 

 I have actually seen it twice. 

 

In Nov or Dec last year I was in UK living there for past three years. One morning fajar time I saw this 

dream. I saw im in my family house in Pakistan and there are many people at home, I am trying to 

find something and my mom is also finding with me and everyone looks in a state that something 

imp is lost. I told me to go somewhere and my mom and I came outside, when i sit in car my feet 

couldn't reach where brakes are and am struggling and annoyed that what is happening then I go 

outside my house and SEE so many sheeps and goats lying dead on road everywhere and  a cow or 

may be few cows are killing and eating them, all the sheeps are in blood. and then suddenly a cow 

attacked me and cornered me. and I woke up.. 

 

http://www.dr-umar-azam.com/
http://www.dr-umar-azam.co.uk/
http://dr-umar-azam.weebly.com/
mailto:c.saadhussain@gmail.com
mailto:dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk


in March this year within a week I lost my job in UK and I had no plan to come back but I took a 

decision to come back though I wasnt prepared at all and I came back home. Since then I have no job 

here and in a state of depression that why did i come back. 

 

Few days ago I saw im fielding in a pak v ind cricket match and im pakistani player and fielding and 

india is losing badly. one more wicket got down and i run towards my team mates to celebrate and 

suddenly a big cow black and white is running towards me to hit me and I opened my eyes quickly 

just to avoid that hit. 

 

 

I am very depressed about it, brother sorry for taking too long to write it, please if you can give me a 

correct islamic interpretation. I would be really thankful. 

 

May Allah bless you.. 

 

Allah hafiz 

Saad 

 

 

Booklele.com : An Online Islamic Bookstore 

People  

 Booklele Inc. 

  

  

 25 Jul 2013 

To 

  

BCC 

 me 

Dear Brother/Sister 

https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=a7g1ahusctv8g


 

Assalamu Alykum 

 

We hope you are aware that Booklele Inc. is one of the leading distributor and exporter of Islamic 
Books based in New Delhi, India. We offer Islamic Books, Islamic School Books, The Quran and 
Hadith, Quran and Seerah Storybooks, and Islamic Games & Activity books with hassle free 
experience.   
We are glad to inform you that Booklele Inc. has launched its online Islamic bookstore 
(www.booklele.com) with the objective of making Islamic books available in every hand with 
minimum cost and efforts. As book is a need for each individual in spite of his/her purchasing 
power. So Keeping this in mind, we are also providing a platform where one can donate / gift 
Islamic books, Quran and other books to the society, or can collect these gifted books free of cost. 

If you have any query, feedback or/and  order please visit www.booklele.com or let us know. I will be 
happy to assist you. 
 

 

Warm Regards, 

Team Booklele.com 

Mob.:+91-7838-22-2013  | Phone: +91-11-6509-1400 
Booklele Inc.  |   www.booklele.com 

 

 

Re: My dream. 

People  

 Saad Hussain 

  

  

 25 Jul 2013 

To 

 me 

JazakAllah.. thanks brother 

 

On Thu, Jul 25, 2013 at 10:23 AM, DR UMAR AZAM <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk> wrote: 

 

 

Ur dreams may not be true dreams!  Could be ur under stress when things go wrong and then u get 

shaytani dreams.  Br Saad, there's loads of free stuff on my Site: duas, Qurans, hadith, so go for 

it:     dr-umar-azam.weebly.com 

 

 

------------------------------ 

http://www.booklele.com/
http://www.booklele.com/
http://www.booklele.com/
https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=a7g1ahusctv8g
mailto:dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk
http://dr-umar-azam.weebly.com/


On Thu, Jul 25, 2013 01:55 BST Saad Hussain wrote: 

 

>Asalam o alaikum, 

> 

>brother thanks alot for your interpretation. you're quite right about 

>problems and being lost, I have checked the link you sent me and it states 

>seeing a cow attacking you could mean getting a great punishment or dying 

>in the same year. That has scared me a lot. Please suggest what should I 

>read to repent. I always try to do good deed and be a good person but I 

>don't know what I have done that I am getting punished for. 

> 

> 

>tc, 

>Allah hafiz 

> 

> 

>On Thu, Jul 25, 2013 at 2:31 AM, DR UMAR AZAM <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>wrote: 

> 

>> WA LAIKUM SALAM, BR SAAD 

>> 

>> SEEING YOURSELF UNABLE TO CONTROL A CAR MEANS HAVING NO CONTROL OVER YOUR 

>> LIFE; BEING LOST COULD MEAN BEING UNSURE IN LIFE.  A COW ATTACKING YOU 

>> MEANS FAMILY PROBLEMS.  IN FACT, THERE ARE MANY POSSIBLE INTERPRETATIONS; 

>> SEE: 

>> 

>> http://www.myislamicdream.com/search.html?txtSearch=cow&cmdSearch=Search 

>> 

>> SOMETIMES PROBLEMS CAN BE GOOD FOR US BECAUSE THEY HELP TO STRENGTHEN OUR 

>> CHARACTER AND MAKE US RESILIENT FOR EVENTUAL SUCCESS. SO DON'T FEEL TOO 

>> BAD: EVERYONE HAS DIFFICULTIES AS WELL AS HAPPINESS IN LIFE.  THE SECRET IS 

>> TO PUT YOUR TRUST IN ALLAH AND BE STEADFAST IN RELIGION: BEING BLESSED AND 

>> ENTRY TO JANNAT IS THE BE ALL AND END ALL OF TEMPORARY LIFE ON EARTH. 

>> 

>> BUT YOU WILL FIND THAT IF YOU DO DHIKR [REMEMBER ALLAH] YOUR DIFFICULTIES 

>> WILL AUTOMATICALLY BECOME SURMOUNTABLE. 

>> 

>> MAY ALLAH BLESS YOU AND GIVE YOU ALL THE BEST IN BOTH THE WORLDS.  AMEEN. 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> *Dr Umar Azam* 

>> ** 

>> *See these Websites and sign my Guestbooks please:* 

>> ** 

>> *www.dr-umar-azam.com * 

>> ** 

>> *www.dr-umar-azam.co.uk* 

>> ** 

>> *http://dr-umar-azam.weebly.com * 

>> 

>>   ------------------------------ 

>>  *From:* Saad Hussain <c.saadhussain@gmail.com> 

mailto:dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk
http://www.myislamicdream.com/search.html?txtSearch=cow&cmdSearch=Search
http://www.dr-umar-azam.com/
http://www.dr-umar-azam.co.uk/
http://dr-umar-azam.weebly.com/
mailto:c.saadhussain@gmail.com


>> *To:* dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk 

>> *Sent:* Wednesday, 24 July 2013, 3:29 

>> *Subject:* My dream. 

>> 

>> Asalam O alaikum brother, I hope you're having a blessed Ramadan. 

>> 

>> Brother please interpret my dream. since childhood I see alot of dreams 

>> but random and some abt my pasts but this dream has terrified me. 

>>  I have actually seen it twice. 

>> 

>> In Nov or Dec last year I was in UK living there for past three years. One 

>> morning fajar time I saw this dream. I saw im in my family house in 

>> Pakistan and there are many people at home, I am trying to find something 

>> and my mom is also finding with me and everyone looks in a state that 

>> something imp is lost. I told me to go somewhere and my mom and I came 

>> outside, when i sit in car my feet couldn't reach where brakes are and am 

>> struggling and annoyed that what is happening then I go outside my house 

>> and SEE so many sheeps and goats lying dead on road everywhere and  a cow 

>> or may be few cows are killing and eating them, all the sheeps are in 

>> blood. and then suddenly a cow attacked me and cornered me. and I woke up.. 

>> 

>> in March this year within a week I lost my job in UK and I had no plan to 

>> come back but I took a decision to come back though I wasnt prepared at all 

>> and I came back home. Since then I have no job here and in a state of 

>> depression that why did i come back. 

>> 

>> Few days ago I saw im fielding in a pak v ind cricket match and im 

>> pakistani player and fielding and india is losing badly. one more wicket 

>> got down and i run towards my team mates to celebrate and suddenly a big 

>> cow black and white is running towards me to hit me and I opened my eyes 

>> quickly just to avoid that hit. 

>> 

>> 

>> I am very depressed about it, brother sorry for taking too long to write 

>> it, please if you can give me a correct islamic interpretation. I would be 

>> really thankful. 

>> 

>> May Allah bless you.. 

>> 

>> Allah hafiz 

>> Saad 

>> 

 

 

Scientists on the Qur'aan 

 IslaamInfo 

  

  

mailto:dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk
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 28 Jul 2013 

To 

 me 

Scientists on the Qur'aan 

  

Keith L. Moore 

Professor Emeritus, Department of Anatomy and Cell Biology, University 
of Toronto. Distinguished embryologist and the author of several medical 
textbooks, including Clinically Oriented Anatomy (3rd Edition) and The 
Developing Human (5th Edition, with T.V.N. Persaud).  
Dr. Moore was a former President of the Canadian Association of Anatomists, and of the American 
Association of Clinical Anatomists. He was honoured by the Canadian Association of Anatomists with 
the prestigious J.C.B. Grant Award and in 1994 he received the Honoured Member Award of the 
American Association of Clinical Anatomists "for outstanding contributions to the field of clinical 
anatomy." 

"For the past three years, I have worked with the Embryology Committee 
of King Abdulaziz University in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, helping them to 
interpret the many statements in the Qur'an and Sunnah referring to 
human reproduction and prenatal development. At first I was astonished 
by the accuracy of the statements that were recorded in the 7thcentury 
AD, before the science of embryology was established. Although I was 
aware of the glorious history of Muslim scientists in the 10th century AD, 
and some of their contributions to Medicine, I knew nothing about the 
religious facts and beliefs contained in the Qur'an and Sunnah."[2] 

At a conference in Cairo he presented a research paper and stated: 

"It has been a great pleasure for me to help clarify statements in the 
Qur'an about human development. It is clear to me that these statements 
must have come to Muhammad from God, or Allah, because most of this 
knowledge was not discovered until many centuries later. This proves to 
me that Muhammad must have been a messenger of God, or Allah." [1] 

Professor Moore also stated that: 

"...Because the staging of human embryos is complex, owing to the 
continuous process of change during development, it is proposed that a 
new system of classification could be developed using the terms 
mentioned in the Qur'an and Sunnah. The proposed system is simple, 
comprehensive, and conforms with present embryological knowledge. 
"The intensive studies of the Qur'an and Hadith in the last four years have 
revealed a system of classifying human embryos that is amazing since it 
was recorded in the seventh century A.D... the descriptions in the Qur'an 
cannot be based on scientific knowledge in the seventh century..."[1] 

  
E. Marshall Johnson 



Professor and Chairman of the Department of Anatomy and 
Developmental Biology, and Director of the Daniel Baugh Institute, 
Thomas Jefferson University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA. 
Author of over 200 publications. Former President of the Teratology 
Society among other accomplishments. Professor Johnson began to take 
an interest in the scientific signs in the Qur'an at the 7th Saudi Medical 
Conference (1982), when a special committee was formed to investigate 
scientific signs in the Qur'an and Hadith. At first, Professor Johnson 
refused to accept the existence of such verses in the Qur'an and Hadith. 
But after a dicussuion with Sheikh Zindani he took an interest and 
concentrated his research on the internal as well as external development 
of the fetus. 
"...in summary, the Qur'an describes not only the development of external form, but emphasises also 
the internal stages, the stages inside the embryo, of its creation and development, emphasising major 
events recognised by contemporary science." 
"As a scientist, I can only deal with things which I can specifically see. I can understand embryology and 
developmental biology. I can understand the words that are translated to me from the Qur'an. As I gave 
the example before, if I were to transpose myself into that era, knowing what I do today and describing 
things, I could not describe the things that were described... 

I see no evidence to refute the concept that this individual Muhammad 
had to be developing this information from some place... so I see nothing 
here in conflict with the concept that divine intervention was involved in 
what he was able to write..." [1] 

  

T.V.N. Persaud 

Professor of Anatomy, and Professor of Paediatrics and Child Health, 
University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada. 
Author and editor of over 20 books, and has published over 181 scientific 
papers. Co-author of The Developing Human (5th Edition, with Keith L. 
Moore).He received the J.C.B. Grant Award in 1991. Professor Peraud 
presented several research papers. 
"It seems to me that Muhammad was a very ordinary man, he couldn't read, didn't know how to write, 
in fact he was an illiterate... 
We're talking about 1400 years ago, you have some illiterate person making profound statements that 
are amazingly accurate, of a scientific nature... 

I personally can't see how this could be mere chance, there are too many 
accuracies and like Dr. Moore, I have no difficulty in my mind reconciling 
that this is a divine inspiration or revelation which lead him to these 
statements."[1] 

  

Joe Leigh Simpson 

Professor and Chairman of the Department of Obstetrics and 
Gynaecology, Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, Texas, USA. 
He is the President of the American Fertility Society. He has received 
many awards, including the Association of Professors of Obstetrics and 
Gynaecology Public Recognition Award in 1992. Like many others, 
Professor Simpson was taken by surprise when he discovered that the 
Qur'an and Hadith contain verses related to his specialised field of study. 
When he met with Sheikh Abdul-Majeed A.Zindani, he insisted on 
verifying the text presented to him from the Qur'an and Hadith. 



"... these Hadiths (sayings of Muhammad) could not have been obtained 
on the basis of the scientific knowledge that was available at the time of 
the 'writer'... It follows that not only is there no conflict between genetics 
and religion (Islam) but in fact religion (Islam) may guide science by 
adding revelation to some of the traditional scientific approaches... There 
exist statements in the Qur'an shown centuries later to be valid which 
support knowledge in the Qur'an having been derived from God." [1] 

  

Gerald C. Goeringer 

Professor and Co-ordinator of Medical Embryology in the Department of 
Cell Biology, School of Medicine, Georgetown University, Washington DC, 
USA. 
Sheikh Abdul-Majeed A.Zindani met with Professor Goeringer and asked 
him whether in the history of embryology was there any mention of the 
different stages of embryonic development, or whether there existed any 
embryological texts at the time of the Prophet. Sheikh Zindani also asked 
his opinion regarding the terms the Qur'an uses to describe the different 
phases of fetal development. After several long discussions, he presented 
a study at the 8th Saudi Medical Conference: 

"...In a relatively few ayahs (Qur'anic verses) is contained a rather 
comprehensive description of human development from the time of 
commingling of the gametes through organogenesis. No such distinct and 
complete record of human development such as classification, 
terminology, and description existed previously. In most, if not all 
instances, this description antedates by many centuries the recording of 
the various stages of human embryonic and fetal development recorded 
in the traditional scientific literature." [1] 

  

Alfred Kroner 

Professor of the Department of Geosciences, University of Mainz, 
Germany. 
Professor Kroner is one of the world's most famous geologists, becoming 
well known among his colleague scientists for his criticisms against the 
theories of some of the major scientists in his field. Sheikh Abdul-Majeed 
A. Zindani met with him and presented several Qur'anic verses and Hadith 
which he studied and commented upon. 
"Thinking where Muhammad came from... I think it is almost impossible that he could have known about 
things like the common origin of the universe, because scientists have only found out within the last few 
years with very complicated and advanced technological methods that this is the case." 
"Somebody who did not know something about nuclear physics 1400 years ago could not, I think, be in 
a position to find out from his own mind for instance that the earth and the heavens had the same 
origin, or many others of the questions that we have discussed here... 

If you combine all these and you combine all these statements that are 
being made in the Qur'an in terms that relate to the earth and the 
formation of the earth and science in general, you can basically say that 
statements made there in many ways are true, they can now be 
confirmed by scientific methods, and in a way, you can say that the 
Qur'an is a simple science text book for the simple man. And that many of 
the statements made in there at that time could not be proven, but that 



modern scientific methods are now in a position to prove what 
Muhammad said 1400 years ago." [1] 

  

Yushidi Kusan 

Director of the Tokyo Observatory, Tokyo, Japan. 
Sheikh Abdul-Majeed A. Zindani presented a number of Qur'anic verses 
describing the beginnings of the universe and of the heavens, and the 
relationship of the earth to the heavens. He expressed his astonishment, 
saying that the Qur'an describes the universe as seen from the highest 
observation point, everything is distinct and clear. 
"I say, I am very much impressed by finding true astronomical facts in 
Qur'an, and for us modern astronomers have been studying very small 
piece of the universe. We have concentrated our efforts for understanding 
of very small part. Because by using telescopes, we can see only very few 
parts of the sky without thinking about the whole universe. So by reading 
Qur'an and by answering to the questions, I think I can find my future 
way for investigation of the universe." [1] 

  

Professor Armstrong 

Professor Armstrong works for NASA and is also Professor of Astronomy, 
University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas, USA. 
Prof. Armstrong was asked a number of questions about Qur'anic verses 
dealing with his field of specialisation. He was eventually asked, "You 
have seen and discovered for yourself the true nature of modern 
Astronomy by means of modern equipment, rockets, and satellites 
developed by man. You have also seen how the same facts were 
mentioned by the Qur'an fourteen centuries ago. So what is your 
opinion?" 

"That is a difficult question which I have been thinking about since our 
discussion here. I am impressed at how remarkably some of the ancient 
writings seem to correspond to modern and recent Astronomy. I am not a 
sufficient scholar of human history to project myself completely and 
reliably into the circumstances that 1400 years ago would have prevailed. 
Certainly, I would like to leave it at that, that what we have seen is 
remarkable, it may or may not admit of scientific explanation, there may 
well have to be something beyond what we understand as ordinary 
human experience to account for the writings that we have seen." [1] 

  

William Hay 

Professor of Oceanogprahy, University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado, 
USA. 
Professor Hay is one of the best known marine scientist in the USA. 
Sheikh Abdul-Majeed A. Zindani met with him and asked him many 
questions about the marine surface, the divider between upper and lower 
sea, and about the ocean floor and marine geology. 
"I find it very interesting that this sort of information is in the ancient scriptures of the Holy Qur'an, and 
I have no way of knowing where they would have come from. But I think it is extremely interesting that 
they are there and this work is going on to discover it, the meaning of some of the passages." 



And when he was asked about the source of the Qur'an, he replied, "Well, 
I would think it must be the divine being."[1] 

  

Durja Rao 

Professor of Marine Geology teaching at King Abdulaziz University, 
Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. 
Sheikh Zindani presented to Prof. Rao many verses dealing with his area 
of specialisation, and asked: "What do you think of the existence of the 
scientific information in the Qur'an? How could Prophet Muhammad(Peace 
be upon him) have known about these facts fourteen centuries ago?" 

"It is difficult to imagine that this type of knowledge was existing at that 
time, around 1400 years back. May be some of the things they have 
simple idea about, but to describe those things in great detail is very 
difficult. So this is definitely not simple human knowledge. A normal 
human being cannot explain this phenomenon in that much detail. So, I 
thought the information must have come from a supernatural source." [1] 

  

Tejatat Tejasen 

Chairman of the Department of Anatomy and is the former Dean of the 
faculty of Medicine, University of Chiang Mai, Chiang Mai, Thailand 
Professor Tejasen studied various articles concerning the Qur'an and 
modern embryology. He spent four days with several scholars, Muslims 
and non-Muslims, discussing this phenomenon in the Qur'an and Hadith. 
During the 8th Saudi Medical Conference in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia he stood 
up and said: 

 
"In the last three years, I became interested in the Qur'an... From my studies and what I have learned 
throughout this conference, I believe that everything that has been recorded in the Qur'an fourteen 
hundred years ago must be the truth, that can be proved by the scientific means. 
Since the Prophet Muhammad could neither read nor write, Muhammad must be a messenger who 
relayed this truth which was revealed to him as an enlightenment by the one who is eligible creator. This 
creator must be God, or Allah. 
I think this is the time to say La ilaha illa Allah, there is no god to worship except Allah (God), 
Muhammad rasoolu Allah, Muhammad is Messenger of Allah... 

The most precious thing I have gained from coming to this conference is 
La ilaha illa Allah, and to have become Muslim." [1] 

 

Dr. Maurice Bucaille 

Born in 1920, former chief of the Surgical Clinic, University of Paris, has 
for a long time deeply interested in the correspondences between the 
teachings of the Holy Scriptures and modern secular knowledge. 
He is the author of a best-seller, "The Bible, The Qur'an and Science" 
(1976). His classical studies of the scriptural languages, including Arabic, 
in association with his knowledge of hieroglyphics, have allowed him to 
hold a multidisciplinary inquiry, in which his personal contribution as a 
medical doctor has produced conclusive arguments. His work, "Mummies 
of the Pharaohs - Modern Medical Investigations" (St. Martins Press, 
1990), won a History Prize from the Académie Française and another 
prize from the French National Academy of Medicine. 



His other works include: "What is the Origin of Man" (Seghers, 1988), 
"Moses and Pharaoh, the Hebrews in Egypt", (NTT Mediascope Inc, 1994); 
and "Réflexions sur le Coran" (Mohamed Talbi & Maurice Bucaille, 
Seghers, 1989) 

After a study which lasted ten years, Dr. Maurice Bucaille addressed the 
French Academy of Medicine in 1976 concerning the existence in the 
Qur'an of certain statements concerning physiology and reproduction. His 
reason for doing that was that : 

"...our knowledge of these disciplines is such, that it is impossible to explain how a text produced at the 
time of the Qur'an could have contained ideas that have only been discovered in modern times." 
"The above observation makes the hypothesis advanced by those who see Muhammad as the author of 
the Qur'an untenable. How could a man, from being illiterate, become the most important author, in 
terms of literary merits, in the whole of Arabic literature? 

How could he then pronounce truths of a scientific nature that no other 
human-being could possibly have developed at that time, and all this 
without once making the slightest error in his pronouncement on the 
subject?" 

----------------------------------------------------------------- 
[1] al-Zindani, Abdul-Majeed A, This is the Truth (video tape). Scientific Signs of the Qur'an and Sunnah containing interviews 
with various scientists. Available in Arabic, English, French, Urdu and Turkish. A full English transcript of this video with 
illustrations is also available: Al-Rehaili, Abdullah M., This is the Truth, Muslim World League, Makkah al-Mukarrammah, 1995. 
[2] Moore, Keith L. and al-Zindani, Abdul-Majeed A., The Developing Human with Islamic Additions, Third Edition, W.B. 
Saunders Company, Philadelphia, 1982, with Dar Al-Qiblah for Islamic Literature, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, 1983, page viiic. Limited 
Edition. 
[3] Moore, Keith L., al-Zindani, Abdul-Majeed A., Ahmed Mustafa A, The Qur'an and Modern Science - Correlation Studies, 
Islamic Academy for Scientific Research, Makkah, Saudi Arabia. Reprinted by World Assembly of Muslim Youth (WAMY), 
USA., 1990, ISBN 0-9627236-0-6. Collection of papers presented at a symposium sponsored by the Muslim Students Association, 
University of Illinois, May 1990. 
[4] Moore, Keith L.; Johnson, E. Marshall; Persaud, T.V.N.; Goeringer, Gerald C.; Zindani, Abdul-Majeed A.; and Ahmed Mustafa 
A, Human Development as Described in the Qur'an and Sunnah, Commission on Scientific Signs of the Qur'an and Sunnah, Muslim 
World League, Makkah Al-Mukarramah, Saudi Arabia, 1992, ISBN 0-9627236-1-4. Collection of papers that were originally 
presented in the First International Conference on Scientific Signs of the Qur'an and Sunnah, held in Islamabad, Pakistan, 1987, and 
after some modifications and development, presented in their present form in Dakar, Sengal in July 1991. 
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To 

 me 

CC 

 Jahed Hossain 

  

 khaleel@mail.sdsu.edu 

  

 abdul@wwdg.com 

  

 alimat.hassan01@yahoo.com 

  

 aziz.mustafa1@sify.com 

  

 and 2 more... 

  

AN APPEAL FOR HELP TO THE REALLY POOR BUT MERITORIOUS STUDENTS OF 

IMPERIAL ISLAMIC SCHOOL 

Mohtaram 

Janab,                                                                                                                                                    Assalamu 

Aげlaikuﾏ Wa ‘ahﾏatullaahi Wa Barakatuhu, 

This letter is issued froﾏ the desk of the seIretary, さAlhaz Md Hatim Ali Welfare Trustざ ha┗iﾐg regd. 
Office atNarayanpur (South), Rajarhat Gopalpur, Kolkata-700 136. 

For your iﾐforﾏatioﾐ ┘e are ruﾐﾐiﾐg Aﾐ Eﾐglish ﾏediuﾏ Hoth さDAY BOA‘DINGざ aﾐd さ‘E“IDENTIALざ 
School at Park Street vis-à-vis Narayanpur, Newtown also which is gloriously known 

as                さIMPERIAL ISLAMIC SCHOOLざ 

This sIhoolげs aiﾏ is to Huild our students as they fulfill the requirements of the National Curriculum 

along with they must learn Islamic Values and Quranic Studies. They may be establishing as a good 

Professional in their future life but they must be a True Muslim and they must have the power of 

Imaan. 



Alhaﾏdulillaah, We are ruﾐﾐiﾐg suIh a sIhool siﾐIe three years aﾐd gettiﾐg け‘ahﾏat of Allahげ at 
every moment. However we need your Dua to fulfill our goal. 

It’s aﾐ E┝peﾐsive sIhool aﾐd soﾏe of our studeﾐts Iaﾐ’t Hear the e┝peﾐses. Although the┞ are 

meritorious bur they are from very poor family. They need money to continue their studies. 

In this regard you are requested to bear some expenses for those particular students as Donation 

which may be a good  Sadqah-e-Jariah for you. You are also requested to forward this message to 

your relatives and friends as much as possible. 

We are pleased to seﾐd you a Ihart of さGenealogy of the Prophetsざ   free of cost which is available 

in English, Urduand Bengali languages. Kindly SMS your Address and opt language and we will send 

you at your doorstep INSHALLAH! 

Kindly remember at the time of your Dua. 

JazakAllaah Khairun 

JAHED HOSSAIN                

Kolkata-136 

We are gladly accepting your any amount of help on behalf of our students mentioned 

above.                                                                                                 

Our Bank A/c Details 

IFSC CODE- 

SBIN0012379                                                                                                                                                     A/C 

NO. 33153895729 

 

 

Dreaming of babies 

People  

 Sanaa 

  

  

 4 Aug 2013 

To 

 me 

Salaam 

 

https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=a7g1ahusctv8g


I dream all the time Of seeing babies in my dream. Last night I saw that I was sleeping and underneath 

my leg I felt something moving and underneath my arm. When I moved I say that there was a child 

under my arm and a child under my leg and then when I moved the blanket I saw a few children. A 

couple were newly born and a couple were around 1-2 years old. I was playing with them. Then I took 

photo of all the kids in the dream because I wanted to tell someone that this is what I saw so they 

would believe me. Then I don't remember any more I think in the dream then the kids were not there 

that's why I was looking for the photo in my phone to show someone.  

 

I am married as a second wife to my husband. He already has two kids to his first wife in Pakistan. He 

lives in France at the moment and I live in the uk. I have been married for 1 and a half year. He comes 

to visit me every few weeks and stays for a week or two each time. We have been trying for a baby but 

there is no luck yet.  

 

I have been praying in this holy month of fasting to Allah for a child. 

 

Are you able to interpret my dream pls? 

 

Sanaa 

 

Sent from my iPhone 

 

 

ISLAMIC DREAM 

People  

 Nazia Khaliq 

  

  

 9 Aug 2013 

To 

 me 

  

 islamicwork@gmail.com 

Asalaam O laikum, Respected Brother 

 

I wish have my dreams Interpreted, a few days ago during the last days of ramadhan it was in the early 

hours, i believe i dreamt of seeing words fromquran. i have now forgotten them! i should written it 

down as soon as i remembered after the dream, but i feel the there were two words from the quran 

and also feel they were from Suah Yasin, again I could be wrong!  

https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=a7g1ahusctv8g


 

but what i do remember very clearly the two words did end with ...NUN .the letter NUN...i think hard 

to remember perhaps it was the word yukinoon or but not sure! however the letter NUN 

was  giving significance.as sometimes i see the nun very clearly....please explain, if you can. 

 

Also This morning i had a dream, i don't remember much of off surroundings or whereabouts, 

but  however again what i do remember very clearly is i believe it was  either gold or gold plated 

necklace of bismillah arahman arahim however i am pretty sure i saw bismillah a bit clearer, 

 

 but I Am CONFUSED as i saw it on a person who looked non-muslim and i remember saying to 

someone next to me not sure who, that look this non-muslim has a necklace but says bismillah! 

 

I am not sure why i have dreamt this, Allah knows best! as i i dont recognise anyone from these 

dreams apart from the arabic letter and words have been given importance i feel, in both dreams 

 

Any questions, please do not hesitate to ask. 

I look forward to hearing from you 

 

JazakAllah 

--  

Nazia Khaliq 
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People  

 Asif Sheikh 

  

  

 23 Aug 2013 

To 

 UMAR AZAM 
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 rahatabrar@gmail.com 

  

 info@123saudi.info 

  

 mydeen1400@yahoo.com 

  

 info@jamaatwomen.org 

  

 and 80 more... 

Assalamoalaikum 
  
We are one of largest free distributers of FREE ISLAMIC BOOKS. We dispatch more than 3,000 books daily 
over the globe. Please send us your mailing/postal address so that we can dispatch some books pertaining to 
knowledge of Islam and COMPARATIVE RELIGIONS. If you need specific books please look up the lists of 
these books given on our website and notify us about the books selected by you. Please send us addresses of 
Muslims/Non-Muslims and reverts. 
  
You can also download more than 1547 titles of books(in more than 121 languages)  from our websites 
www.hadices.com and www.islamic-invitation.com. 
  
May Allah accept your endeavor for the sake of Islam. 
  
Jazak Allah 
  
Sincerely 
  
Asif Sheikh 
www.hadices.com 
fidvi@hotmail.com 

 

Jazakumullahu Khayra 

Shopping  

 Ummah Welfare Trust 

  

  

 23 Aug 2013 

To 

https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=a7g1ahusctv8g


 me 

 

  

If you're having problems viewing this message, please 

click here. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

  

  

As-salaamu ‘alaikum wa 
Rahmatullah, 

 

"From the most beloved of deeds to Allah 

is to make a believer happy and remove 

a grief from him, or to repay his debt or to 

satisfy his hunger." 

-Sunan al Bayhaqi 

 

 

 

  

  

  

 

Ummah Welfare Trust spent over £3 million this Ramadhan providing Iftaar to poor families 

across the Ummah. Alhamdulillah over half a million Muslims, spanning 17 countries, received 

food provisions allowing them to fast the blessed days of Ramadhan. 

 

Like every year, Ummah Welfare Trust allocated Ramadhan funds depending on the situation 

in the different countries. Larger Iftaar programmes this year took place in Afghanistan, 

Burma, Niger, Pakistan, Somalia and Syria. 
Read the Full Report.... 

 

 

The Work Continues... 
“The dearest of actions to Allah is that which is done regularly, even if it is small.” 

- Sahih al Bukhari 

Though Ramadhan has passed, we should never stop working for the rights of the poor and 

fulfilling their needs. 
And as we have done thus far, let us continue striving and beseeching Allah, the Guardian of 

the Believers, to aid the weak, the downtrodden and the oppressed. For indeed to Him we 

belong and to Him we will return. 
 

  

http://dmtrk.net/50H-1S96T-BCJTOLSE4/cr.aspx
http://dmtrk.net/50H-1S96T-BCJTOLSE4/cr.aspx
http://dmtrk.net/50H-1S96T-JTOLS-QC55A-1/c.aspx
http://dmtrk.net/50H-1S96T-JTOLS-QCCT3-1/c.aspx
http://dmtrk.net/50H-1S96T-JTOLS-QBV7P-1/c.aspx


  

Follow Ummah Welfare Trust: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

    

  

 

  

  

  

Ummah Welfare Trust 

578-600 St. Helens Road, Bolton, BL3 3SJ. 

Tel: 01204 661 030 

   

 

[MtD] http://islamicdreams.weebly.com/correspondence.html 

People  

 me 

  

  

 31 Aug 2013 

To 

 MindTheDream@yahoogroups.co.uk 

  

 

SALAM,  

 

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN ISLAMIC DREAMS?  IF SO, YOU MIGHT 
BE INTERESTED TO READ 5 SHORT PDF FILES VARIOUS 
DREAMS AND THEIR INTERPRETATIONS [Q & A FORMAT] AT 
MY SITE, THE LINK IS: 

 

http://islamicdreams.weebly.com/correspondence.html 

 

YOUR COMMENTS & SUGGESTIONS WOULD BE V. WELCOME 
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Salam alakum 

People  

 Shaheen 
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 4 Sep 2013 

To 

 me 

Slaam Alakum, my name is Shaheen I was searching on the web for a dream interpretation and come 

across your site, if possible I need help with a dream interpretation... 

 

In my dream my sister is taking head lice out of my nieces hair they are white oval shaped I know they 

lice but do not look like them, my sister was killing them.  

 

This dream has been troubling me for some time please can u help. 

 

Jazakallah 

 

 

I WANT 12 JEWELS TAWEEZ 

People  

 Daniyal Raza 

  

  

 7 Sep 2013 

To 

 me 

ASALAAM O ALIKUM BROTHER,  

 

I AM DANIAL ( DANIYAL ) CONTACTING YOU FROM DUBAI , SAW YOUR POST THROUGH INTERNET , 

I WANT 12 JEWELS TAWEEZ FOR SUCCESS IN STUDIES AND LIFE , I WILL BE THANK FUL TO YOU IF 

YOU GIVE ME . ALLAH BLESS YOU  

 

WAITING FOR YOUR REPLY  

THANKS AND WARM REGARDS  

DANIYAL 

https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=a7g1ahusctv8g


 

 

Re: islamicwork@gmail.com 

People  

 nasir kamal 

  

  

 7 Sep 2013 

To 

 me 

salam, Dr Umar , sorry for delay reply. I have done. 

Thanks, Nasir 

 

 

 

From: DR UMAR AZAM <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk> 

To: "the_nasirkamal@yahoo.com" <the_nasirkamal@yahoo.com>  

Sent: Tuesday, September 3, 2013 4:31 AM 

Subject: Fw: islamicwork@gmail.com 

 

 

 YOU'VE NOT ANSWERED MY QUESTION YET, NASIR 

  

Dr Umar Azam 

  

See these Websites and sign my Guestbooks please: 

  

www.dr-umar-azam.com 

  

https://uk-mg42.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=a7g1ahusctv8g
http://www.dr-umar-azam.com/


www.dr-umar-azam.co.uk 

  

http://dr-umar-azam.weebly.com 

 

----- Forwarded Message ----- 
From: DR UMAR AZAM <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk> 

To: nasir kamal <the_nasirkamal@yahoo.com>  

Sent: Sunday, 1 September 2013, 22:48 

Subject: Re: islamicwork@gmail.com 

 

DID YOU READ MY CORRESPONDENCE ON islamicdreams.weebly.com ,NASIR?  WHAT DO YOU 

THINK OF IT? 

  

  

Dr Umar Azam 

  

See these Websites and sign my Guestbooks please: 

  

www.dr-umar-azam.com 

  

www.dr-umar-azam.co.uk 

  

http://dr-umar-azam.weebly.com 

 

 

From: DR UMAR AZAM <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk> 

To: nasir kamal <the_nasirkamal@yahoo.com>  

Sent: Sunday, 1 September 2013, 22:45 

Subject: Re: islamicwork@gmail.com 

 

WA LAIKUM SALAM, NASIR 

http://www.dr-umar-azam.co.uk/
http://dr-umar-azam.weebly.com/
http://www.dr-umar-azam.com/
http://www.dr-umar-azam.co.uk/
http://dr-umar-azam.weebly.com/


 

IT MEANS THAT THE MOTHER HAS HAD HER HOPES QUASHED AND NOW FEELS 

THAT SHE HAS NO RESPECT FROM ANYONE.  SORRY TO GIVE THIS 

INTERPRETATION.  TO HELP OUT, I'LL SEND VALUABLE ISLAMIC RESOURCES, 

INCLUDING A E-BOOK OF DUAS, IN A FEW MINS. YOU'RE MOST FREE TO READ 

THEM YOURSELF AND GIVE YOUR MUM-OR WHOEVER DREAMT THESE- THE DUAS 

AFTER PRINTING THEM OUT.    DR UMAR 

 

Son  
To see your son in your dream signifies your ideal, hopes, potential, and the youthful 

part of yourself. 

http://dreammoods.com/cgibin/dreamdictionarysearch.pl?method=exact&header=dre

amsymbol&search=SON 

 

Jewelry  
To see jewelry in your dream signifies status and your own sense of self worth and personal 

value. It is also symbolic of knowledge, identity, or whatever qualities you hold precious in 

your life.�Jewelry highlights the importance of spiritual and psychological riches. If you 

dream of a specific piece of jewelry that you own, then it symbolizes aspects of a waking 

relationship.� 

To dream that you receive jewelry as a gift indicates that you need to acknowledge and 

incorporate those corresponding qualities within your own self. Consider the type of jewelry 

and what it is made of. 

To see broken jewelry in your dream signifies disappointments in achieving your goals and 

attaining your highest desires. 

To dream that you are wearing too much jewelry means that you are trying to hard to 

impress others. 

 

 http://dreammoods.com/cgibin/dreamdictionarysearch.pl?method=exact&header=dreamsym

bol&search=JEWELRY 

  

Dr Umar Azam 

  

See these Websites and sign my Guestbooks please: 

  

http://dreammoods.com/cgibin/dreamdictionarysearch.pl?method=exact&header=dreamsymbol&search=SON
http://dreammoods.com/cgibin/dreamdictionarysearch.pl?method=exact&header=dreamsymbol&search=SON
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http://dr-umar-azam.weebly.com 

 

 

From: nasir kamal <the_nasirkamal@yahoo.com> 

To: "dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk" <dr_umar_azam@yahoo.co.uk>  

Sent: Sunday, 1 September 2013, 18:58 

Subject: islamicwork@gmail.com 

 

Salam, 

 

Dear Dr Umar,  

 

I wish u can help me regarding this dream,  

 

What meaning if the mother sees in the dream which her son missing or lost, she cannot find him. 

 

second, sees in dream jewelery ( own gold like chain, ring ) lost, or stolen. 

 

I wish u can tell me something, Inshaalah,  

 

Nasir 

 

 

 

English Islamic pdf Books 

http://www.dr-umar-azam.com/
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Dear Brothers 

 It’s my pleasure to send you the links of English Islamic 
books/articles 21-40. 
 http://muslimislambooks.blogspot.com 

  
        In the given below links for readers’ convenience books are 
arranged and grouped together (titles / topic wise), author’s names are 
also given in brackets. 
  
        Just with one click you can either directly open or save the book on 
your computer. 
  
           Ya Allaah I ask You by Your Mercy which encircles (surrounds) all things, that You forgive me 
and grant reward to all people who have worked to propagate your Deen Islam. 
  
Mirza Ehteshamuddin Ahmed (Hyderabadi)    
Jeddah mobile 00966-509380704 
Email : mirzaehtesham1950@gmail.com 

http://muslimislambooks.blogspot.com 
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